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Wayfinding refers to information
systems that guide people

through a physical environment
and enhance their understanding

and experience of the space.
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Background
PURPOSE

To implement a unified wayfinding system for Toronto's parks and trails that provides
consistent identification, orientation and navigation information.



Project Scope
Includes:

Over 1,600 parks differing in size, setting, features,

and amenities

Approx. 600 km of multi-use & natural surface trails

Priorities:

Navigation to, within, from these spaces

Enhance user experience and understanding

Reduce visual clutter



Existing Conditions
Toronto's parks contain a variety of wayfinding signage with no unified design
standard. Information is redundant, outdated, inconsistent, unpredictable,
inaccessible, or altogether absent.  Consolidating information and rationalizing signs
will reduce clutter and improve legibility and accessibility.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES



RELATED PROJECTS



Developing the Strategy

Phase 1 consultation activities included stakeholder interviews in small groups,
pop-up consultation events in parks, and a public open house.

CONSULTATION



Stakeholders
Walking/hiking groups

Watershed and park advocate groups

Cycling groups

Heritage/culture groups

Disability advocacy committees/orgranizations

Naturalist groups and environmental organizations

Education/recreation organizations

Land owners/managers (City of Toronto, TRCA)



Feedback
Signs should be welcoming and attractive

Balance consistency with uniqueness of place

Minimize repeat messaging, consolidate info

Positive and consistent messaging

Sustainable, low-maintenance, adaptable design

Signs must be accessible

Address user conflicts

Need a web based park and trail information centre



Principles
Consistency - Conventions (display distances,

icons, heads-up mapping), positioning, hierarchy

(places of interest organized in tiers, progressive

disclosure from general to detailed information)

Inclusivity - Accessibility, legibility, technology

Sustainability - modular & adaptable, permanent

vs. "volatile" information

Transition - Connect places and enable people to

move seamlessly from one mode, system or area to

another



Principles
Visual Language and Identity - Celebrate local

identity, empower community participation

User-based approach - Park user experience is the

primary consideration in design decisions

Simplicity - Avoid non-essential information

Placement - Balance between information and

clutter considered at local level

Integrate with surroundings - Parks seen in the

context of surrounding areas, connections to TO360



Pilot Project
Implementing a signage system will allow sign designs, information and materials  to
be tested, and to inform design refinements. The pilot area is located in the Lower
Don Valley, and includes a major recreational trail, two parks, and connections to
other trails, parks, and transportation routes (TTC, cycling routes etc).

DETAILED DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION



Consultation
Consultation activities included stakeholder workshops and an online survey
focusing on the design and functionality of the sign family and map content, as well
as functionality of a future digital wayfinding solution. Three sign design options
were presented, and a final concept was prepared based on participant feedback.

PHASE 2



OPTION C

PRELIMINARY OPTIONS

OPTION BOPTION A



Concept
One wayfinding system with distinct functions and priorities, underpinned by a
modular family of signs adaptable to a variety of needs.

ONE INTERCONNECTED PARKS AND TRAILS SYSTEM



Concept
Uses preliminary design option B as a baseline. Builds on the positives of the three
preliminary design options, and addresses concerns expressed by consultation
participants.

REVISED SIGN FAMILY



System Graphics

Accessibility standards

Naming hierarchy

Font

Depiction of transit services

Mapping conventions

CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER INFORMATION SYSTEMS



System Graphics

Standard/universal icons, reviewed for accessibility

Used for park amenities/facilities, trail users

Branded trail symbols

SYMBOLS



System Graphics

Focus on positive messaging

Minimize trail user conflicts

Risk management, by-law enforcement

Legislative requirements

Do signs impact park/trail user behaviour?

BY-LAWS & ETIQUETTE



System Graphics

Park Location Points (PLPs)

Unique park location ID#

In parks & trails at intervals <500m

Geospatial data shared with Emergency Services

EMERGENCY INFORMATION



System Graphics

Starting point: TO360 map database

Consistent naming & hierarchy

Retain landmarks & TTC connections

Prioritize green spaces

Simplify urban spaces

MAPPING



Product Design

Modular panel system, tamper proof

Anodized aluminum frame with an internal

perforated sheet for fixing of graphic panels

Easy to update

Customizable

ADAPTABILITY



Digital Concept

A digital wayfinding service to deliver accessible,
dynamic, context specific information via mobile
technologies, supporting the navigational needs of
visually impaired and less-able bodied users, and
using open architecture, data and technologies to
allow for future expansion.

VISION



Lessons Learned
Needs/desires of stakeholders

Quantity of information vs. simplicity & legibility

Cost-efficiency & sustainability vs. robustness & durability

CHALLENGES - STRIKING A BALANCE



Next Steps
The pilot will be implemented in spring 2017, and evaluated in summer/fall 2017.
Design guidelines will be prepared, taking into account the evaluation results.
Development of the digital wayfinding service is in progress, and will be piloted as a
later phase of the project.

PILOT IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION
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Janette Harvey
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